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high-bandwidth content potential, so the onset of cloud gaming excitement was not a surprise. The gaming market is responsible for more than US$150 billion in revenue overall.
Any new service or technology that can tap into even a sliver of that revenue is promising.

to-end latency enables data centers to take the place of processing needed by a user’s
Personal Computer (PC), console, or mobile device. New spectrum availability and wired
broadband opportunity, mature existing infrastructure from the video market, and increasingly powerful and efficient cloud-native technologies all contribute to this progression. Processing in the cloud allows for any device to have the processing power of a high-end PC
without the local hardware cost. Cloud gaming represents a first step in cloud infrastructure
usage, with distributed and load-balanced compute in the future allowing more scalable
power depending on user count and specific demands. There is even a sustainability component when considering local user hardware versus shared data center compute in terms
of power draw and waste. This scalability is especially important in cloud gaming—by design,
a unicast experience—as it will stress infrastructure and present a different content handling paradigm from traditional video streaming.
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While these values are applicable to all gamers, it is important to distinguish between different types of gamers and their respective desires and market opportunities for cloud gaming:
•

Hardcore: These gamers represent the pinnacle of the gamer landscape (and include segments within the PC and console gaming market), investing heavily in gaming hardware/peripherals (e.g., high-end
gaming PCs) and spending considerably more time and money on software/services as a whole. These
individuals are currently not a primary target of cloud gaming services because these users demand the
highest levels of gaming performance not currently available over cloud gaming services, and/or engage in
considerably longer gameplay sessions than average, which can run counter to some of the cloud gaming
services that operate under a metered business model.

•

Core: Historically, the core gaming segment included both PC and console gamers. On the PC side, these
gamers often spend less on their gaming PCs than hardcore gamers. Similarly, consoles gamers often
seek a more cost-effective entry into the core gaming market than those units favored by the hardcore
gaming segment. Mobile gaming is also starting to move into this category, as more PC and console game
titles and franchises cross over. Cloud gaming services are targeting these users, but it is not viewed as
the primary growth driver at this time.

•

Casual: Casual gamers are defined less by the platform and more by time commitment and game type
preferences. This gaming segment views video games as just another form of entertainment and often
devotes considerably less time to gaming than the previous two tiers. Gamers who favor certain types
of games can also be classified within this tier; for example, those who predominantly play games like
puzzles/board games or word games would be classified as casual gamers. The cloud gaming market
started targeting these users and continues to be a key target in the near term.

•

New: This is a significant growth target for the cloud gaming market. Cloud gaming helps disaggregate
the gaming experience from dedicated hardware, so it can be perceived to have a lower cost of entry and
address concerns around setup and technical considerations (e.g., adequate PC specifications).

Access to a game library anywhere and anytime is an easily marketable value to most users. Add cross-device
support, in many cases, and the cloud’s inherent ability to scale hardware power over time independent of
user hardware, and the value is expanded further. Thanks to the overlap between the video and gaming
markets, both from technical and business model perspectives, there is immense interest already in bundling
cloud gaming services in the same way Over-the-Top (OTT) and pay TV services are bundled with broadband
or other telco services. The presence of mature existing technology and the ability to repurpose that technology for a new medium provide cloud gaming another benefit.
The triple and quad play bundles popular over the last decade can add cloud gaming relatively simply, in an
effort to reduce churn of other services and increase overall Average Revenue per User (ARPU). There are
also specific value adds that operators can attach to cloud gaming, such as low latency and priority access
when leveraging their service. One must consider the potential that 5G brings to such a market as well, with
higher bandwidth, lower latencies, and greater reliability and connection quality end to end. As infrastructure
matures, technologies like network slicing and edge compute will be applied to cloud gaming, further improving services and user experience.
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Cloud gaming is not a flawless proposition though, especially in its current nascent state. Uncertain scenarios
around content ownership and rights leave questions around possible business models, content location,
and user access paradigms. NVIDIA’s GeForce NOW, for example, has struggled to maintain content as publishers have pulled their games, citing confusion and disagreements around content ownership and rights.
This includes some AAA publishers, including Activision-Blizzard, 2K Games, and Bethesda.
Variables are plenty; bandwidth requirements differ depending on the individual service, game, resolution,
user-chosen settings, and average bitrates will rival and exceed high-fidelity video streaming, especially as
frame rates increase, along with resolution (something uncommon in the video realm). User experience relies
heavily on the quality of the infrastructure between the user and the data center, something entirely out of
the user’s control with a possible negative impact on availability, reliability, and latency. There are some heavy
limitations on content experiences across these variables; for instance, most multiplayer experiences require
a certain level of overall latency, which cloud gaming may not meet. Finally, there is the intrinsic value of cloud
gaming to the mass market, which, while promising, has not yet been proven.
These technical considerations, possible barriers, and likely accelerators for cloud gaming are shared with
other markets, and entirely unique. Content distribution looks similar to existing content streaming with video
or music, while adding new variables like low-latency requirements and the inherent lack of buffer with interactive content. Unique considerations in content ownership and business models present novel challenges.
These dynamics intertwine to create a compelling, but complex opportunity for all players end to end: hardware, software, services, and supporting infrastructure.
CR-IDCC-XYZ: CLOUD GAMING

1.1. GAMING MARKET DYNAMICS
The video game market is now among the largest entertainment industries in the world with more than 2.3
billion individuals who play some type of video game. The number of gamers is expected to continue to grow
1.1. Gaming Market Dynamics
over the next 5 years and beyond, driven, in particular, by mobile gaming.
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The Asia-Pacific region represents the largest gaming base with 51% of the worldwide total. China has the
largest gamer population with 40% of the Asia-Pacific region (China, India, Japan, and South Korea, collectively,
represent nearly 70% of the region’s gamer population). The regions of Western Europe, Eastern Europe, and
the Middle East & Africa hold over 28% of the gaming population, with the Middle East & Africa segment adding a healthy number of mobile gamers, but revenue opportunities are markedly lower when compared to the
European markets. The Americas, at roughly 20% of the player base, represent the second largest revenue
opportunity, driven in large part by North America, which is strong across the gaming platforms.
Mobile devices have been a cornerstone of the gaming market for nearly a decade, both in terms of the
number of users and revenue, even though ARPU in general is lower than in the PC or console markets. Monetization mostly focuses on free to play entry points with microtransactions, although there is a market for
higher quality games with an upfront cost. Both Apple and Google have subscription services for their content
stores, with Apple’s entirely focused on games and Google mixing games and applications.
The next generation of consoles, at least from Sony and Microsoft, will still be competing as local hardware
devices. With the revealed specs for both consoles, this next-gen hardware will extend the quality lead consoles hold today. At the same time, visuals are only a component of gaming, and both companies are already
in differing stages of rolling out cloud gaming to supplement their hardware offerings: Sony with PlayStation
Now and Microsoft with xCloud. Going forward, this will be commonplace, with hardware operators supplementing their ecosystem with cloud gaming opportunities.
The PC remains the realm of both high-power and high-price hardware, as well as a low barrier to entry option
for many. This juxtaposition of processing power and end-user configurations can be a challenge for developers, but increased overlap with console processing architectures has made porting console-targeted games
more streamlined, so the PC market can capitalize on some of this space. Microsoft has committed to the PC
as a major piece of its gaming puzzle as well, with cross-platform Xbox and PC development confirmed for all
future Xbox releases. PC cafés throughout the world see millions of monthly active users as well.
As previously discussed, the gaming community consists of a range of players, from light participants who
view gaming as a casual diversion, to esports professionals more similar to professional athletes in terms of
training regimen and time played. At the more engaged levels of the player spectrum, the degree of commitment and passion is a significant factor in pushing revenue and overall participation. While this difference may
not seem important on the surface, it is these audience differences that can make or break a new technology
or platform; for instance, targeting hardcore gamers, but failing to deliver low latencies and consistent quality
of service is not a winning combination.

1.2. VIDEO MARKET DYNAMICS AND SIMILARITIES TO GAMING
Considering the inherent similarity in delivery method between cloud gaming and streaming video, on the
surface, cloud gaming is just a live interactive video stream after all. Looking toward the video market can
provide insight into the likely future of the total gaming market and, in turn, cloud gaming, Areas of similarity
can also hold valuable information around issues like high concurrency and load balancing, and open specific
cloud gaming opportunities that allow parity between traditional gaming and cloud gaming, especially around
multiplayer experiences.
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In the video market, OTT services continue to see rapid growth, while pay TV services (and especially linear
broadcast content) show slow growth overall, and a decline in some regions. A decline in user desire for
content ownership driven by more favorable pricing, paired with valuable services on offer, gave rise to the
OTT market today. The growth has been so strong and disruptive that pay TV providers have looked to augment their own offerings through sell-through partnerships with popular OTT platforms like Netflix and Hulu.
Today, there is significant competition within the OTT space by pay TV incumbents, channels, and standalone
OTT platforms. The content market generally has moved from a small selection of channels, to hundreds of
channels, to a few streaming services, and to tens of streaming services.
When comparing the gaming and video markets, there is an immediate disconnect between the most prominent business models. While video figured out the subscription model earlier, gaming is coming around
quickly. In fact, a broader definition of subscriptions would actually fit the gaming market quite well, even over
the past 5 years. Live game services, in which the game at launch is only a portion of intended value delivered
through updated content over time, have been popular for a while. Popular annually released games like
sports titles can be seen in a similar way, with yearly updates to a base game. Viewed in this way, the gaming
market is already comfortable with the idea of subscriptions, similar to the video market, with users adding
multiple OTT services.
Netflix has created a dominant position in the market and spawned many competitors from its success in
moving from disk rental to digital streaming. A flat fee granting access to all content available is easy to understand and high in value, assuming there is enough varied content to attract a critical audience size. Original
programming to drive interest to a platform is common, given enough capital, and, increasingly, a critical
component among the biggest competitors.
Game development is a lengthy and costly process, at least at the AAA level, when compared to most TV or
theatrical releases. It will be impossible for a gaming platform to replicate an OTT service like Netflix in terms
of library size and original content; this is true even for the incumbents like Google and Microsoft. Gaming
exclusives are on the decline as well, as companies search for the widest possible audience. Extensive development cycles and costs, as well as a lack of a “theatrical release” equivalent for upfront revenue, are both
key differences between cloud gaming and video business models. This can improve longer term, as business
models and partnerships mature, but there will be growing pains with getting cloud gaming content libraries
to rival those of video. Netflix has had streaming services for 13 years, so short-term expectations around
reaching a Netflix level of flexibility and appeal for cloud gaming should be more reserved.
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2. STATE OF THE CLOUD GAMING MARKET
Cloud gaming is objectively immature. Cloud gaming services are not new (G-cluster launched in 2000, while
the better known OnLive launched in 2010 with telco partnerships from the beginning), yet the number of external variables that impact platforms has been and continues to be significant. Latency has always been the
most easily understood, and sometimes hardest to solve. The scale and footprint of data centers is required
to achieve low latency for as many users as possible, but scale is not possible without significant investment
and a reliable level of revenue to maintain the service. New infrastructure and technologies specifically engineered for cloud gaming will address this, but will take some time to develop and implement at a broader
scale. Exciting opportunities lie ahead in immersive technologies, Artificial Intelligence (AI)/Machine Learning
(ML), and interactivity (with other players and with platforms both for gaming and video).
Today, this data center power and coverage is more attainable than ever. While it is not as simple as just spinning up thousands of servers and letting players loose, the means of at least offering a cloud gaming service
have improved dramatically, even in just the past few years. New connectivity standards like Wi-Fi 6, DOCSIS
4, FTTH GPON, and 5G will help end users maintain required connectivity levels, and improvements on the
network infrastructure and data center side will continually address issues outside of user control.
The overall gaming landscape continues to grow and existing platforms like game consoles will see new
updates in the coming years. Many cloud gaming companies view these existing gaming platforms as the
strongest competitors to cloud gaming. The North American and Western European markets, for example,
are expected to remain strong regions for game consoles. Mobile gaming, which has a strong fit with 5G and
cloud gaming, is not necessarily the strong driver one might expect. Mobile games offered over cloud gaming services will find it challenging to differentiate content libraries on mobile devices and new subscription
services from Apple and Google will further complicate the value proposition. Connected Television (CTV) and
operators (e.g., pay TV) remain key targets, but growth for these markets will rely more heavily on converting
new customers who are not core gamers.
Mobile devices present an interesting device type for cloud gaming. On one hand, a massive installed base,
portability, and great connectivity options make for a solid cloud gaming foundation. At the same time, some
inherent usability limitations, such as controller demands and smaller screens, take away some of the potential magic. There is also a question surrounding how engaged the average mobile gamer would be with a
dedicated cloud gaming platform. While a dedicated platform may not capture 100% of that existing mobile
market, it will bring in existing console and PC gaming users looking for greater flexibility and mobility.
The strength of the mobile gaming market is one factor that paradoxically might limit the allure of cloud
gaming, despite its association with 5G. Many of the cloud gaming implementations that cater to games typically found on mobile platforms currently focus on the operator and CTV market as a means to bring mobile
games to the big screen. On mobile platforms, these games are, of course, already readily available and the
new subscription services from Apple and Google only help reinforce the games already found on each one’s
respective application stores. PC and console titles, which still make up the bulk of the core gaming market,
are starting to play a larger role in the cloud gaming space targeting both CTV and mobile devices for portability, but without better cross-buy (or service) opportunities to push more core users to the cloud, these services must rely on converting casual gamers to core gaming experiences, as well as bringing in new players.
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2.1. BUSINESS MODELS TODAY AND SHIFTING TOWARD CLOUD GAMING
IN THE NEAR FUTURE
Business models for cloud gaming will be the make or break outcome for a service succeeding or failing, especially early in the life cycle of the market. The majority of operators today employ some form of subscription
service, although there is more support for time-based payment plans for virtual PC and hybrid platforms.
Consumers, in general, favor unlimited subscription plans over time-based payment plans, even if they end
up paying more than what they would on a usage payment plan.
Depending on the parties involved, there are a few different approaches to cloud gaming that will prove
interesting. Telcos and Internet Service Providers (ISPs), content developers and distributors, device Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) and associated Operating Service (OS) and application players are all
involved in the end-to-end cloud gaming value chain, and the level of involvement from these players can
dictate business models. For instance, telcos serving as the direct operator for a cloud gaming services will
dictate hardware, platform, and content partnerships, and, ultimately, will construct a business model that is
most suited to adding value to their telco offerings. Service offerings from incumbent gaming companies, as
seen with Sony and Microsoft, are a more direct-to-market offering, with many content agreements already
sorted. A true OTT model can be likened to a true OTT video service offering like Netflix, potentially showcasing the most flexibility in go-to-market, thus providing value to many operators in the market.
Part of the cloud gaming business model is intended shape user behavior. A parallel can be drawn with mobile data, where caps were implemented to increase revenue, but also to dictate usage. Higher operational
costs and significant user experience ramifications will occur if the gamer concurrency exceeds capacity. The
less popular usage-based fees could prove to be the optimal strategy in the early days, when it is still challenging to convert the core gaming audience from their gaming PCs and consoles.
Operators can be differentiated by three primary categories:
•

Target Customers: Business-to-Business (B2B) versus Business-to-Consumer (B2C). White-label
services targeting operators and telcos versus branded services going direct to consumers.

•

Usage and Sales Model: Dedicated Cloud Gaming Platform/Service versus Virtual PC. A number
of cloud or virtual PC services push cloud gaming as a key feature. These services are used for non-gaming
applications as well, but for companies that market gaming services, most usage falls under gamingrelated activities. Virtual PC services, whether they give users a full PC or a narrower experience, favor
flexibility, and depending on one’s existing game activity/library and support from developers and publishers, continuity over the convenience of curated approach. The virtual PC experience can mirror a local PC
where the user buys games over any PC gaming distribution service (e.g., Steam, Origin, Battle.net, etc.)
or it could offer a more specialized approach and either limit the distribution services and/or offer nearinstant access to select titles without downloading content to the cloud server.

•

Content Location: Hybrid. These services can include both cloud and download (e.g., PlayStation Now)
or be decentralized “cloudless” gaming. DROVA, for example, specializes in Peer-to-Peer (P2P) arrangements in which users lease/rent time from another user’s PC. While this creates far more variability in
terms of performance, the service employs ways to rate or review user experiences much like a ridesharing service. There is also the option of hybrid cloud and local compute here.
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Even though cloud gaming as a technology is not new, it is more nascent as a viable offering of similar value
and capability to existing gaming platforms, so the business models will likely evolve over time. Referencing
other OTT services like online video makes the monthly/quarterly/annual subscription plan the pragmatic and
most consumer-friendly option.
The same parallel could be drawn for mobile operators’ move toward unlimited data plans, although like the
early days of network-constrained mobile networks, the higher costs associated with cloud gaming could lead
to some operators preferring to rein in some gaming time; some subscription plans today, for example, have
a monthly cap on the number of hours. Early trials with rentals or hourly rates have been viewed less favorably by consumers than fixed subscription rates.
There will be growing pains with these new services, with some examples already shown with Google Stadia
and NVIDIA GeForce NOW. Stadia struggled to deliver on launch promises, including the number of titles
available and true streaming resolution. GeForce NOW also ran into issues regarding content availability, but
for a different reason: content ownership, access rights, and storage location were unclear for some content
owners and they pulled their content from the service as a result
At this stage, these obstacles are expected, and there is plenty of room for competition. When looking at the
current traditional gaming market, and the increase in subscription style services, the transitional path toward
cloud gaming is clearly seen.

2.2. TECHNICAL DETAILS
For general gaming, many users will find latencies (click to display) at or below 150 Milliseconds (ms) to be
acceptable. These requirements or gamer needs, however, vary by user and game type. On the latency front,
even without 5G, cloud gaming services have significantly improved performance from the earlier services
that launched in the past, such as OnLive.
The network, however, is only one of three primary sources of latency, and while it varies by services, the
network typically accounts for roughly a quarter to a third of the overall/total latency; latency at the server
and client side represent the other two primary areas of latency. The network is also the area that most cloud
platforms have less control over, forcing focus on client- and server-side optimization. Optimizations throughout the end-to-end cloud gaming content flow and platform have yielded results that support at or near local
PC gaming latencies, under 50 ms for click to display. 5G will enhance experiences on cellular networks, but
other broadband advancements like DOCSIS, GPON, and Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH) will maintain in-home
quality of experience as well.
Cloud gaming bitrates and supported resolution varies, but all the services support at least 720p 30 Frames
per Second (fps) at required bitrates ranging at under 5 Megabits per Second (Mbps) to upward of 35 Mbpsplus for 4K 60 fps or higher gaming; virtual PC services often have a higher threshold and support a wider
range of resolutions and bitrates. H.264 remains the standard codec, although High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) also has good support as well. Some cloud gaming companies have tried other alternatives like
VP9, but found the Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) standards better suited to their needs and
requirements.
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The hardware used for cloud gaming varies by service and customer (operators, telcos, etc.), with some
operators electing to go with bare-metal server implementations, specialized cloud gaming hardware
(e.g., NVIDIA’s RTX Server/Pods), or a mix, including virtualized/cloud servers. Microsoft’s xCloud and its
xCloud server blades, for instance, can improve overall processing power and encoding compared to
more generalized compute data centers. Google touted “negative latency” as a selling point for Stadia,
acting as a sort of buffer using high frame rates and AI-powered input prediction to cut latency under
traditional console latency.
Many of the white-label cloud gaming services leave it up to the operator to make the hardware decisions (although these companies set minimum requirements, make recommendations, etc.), which adds
to the variability; most support both on-premises and cloud-hosted options to help alleviate this, to an
extent. Therefore, it is difficult to establish a concurrency rate for a “typical” cloud gaming server, but
using NVIDIA as an example; its RTX Server houses 40 Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), and through
GPU virtualization can support up to four users per GPU (casual games), for a typical concurrency range
between 40 and 160 users. In the field, however, reported ranges suggest wider variability than the 1 to
4 users per GPU, although there could be some offloading to the public cloud.
While NVIDIA had a near monopoly on GPU deployments in the early cloud gaming market, there is more
variety today. Some of the existing cloud gaming companies that have relied solely on NVIDIA GPUs are
actively exploring AMD GPUs as well (Intel could also become a player in the future). In addition, market
wins among console manufacturers Microsoft and Sony give AMD an edge on its cloud gaming fronts.
Google also announced its Stadia service is built on AMD GPUs (but reportedly, Intel Central Processing
Units (CPUs)). NVIDIA still has the market lead, but the arrival of new services will shift the landscape.
The number of servers and the placement also varies quite widely, but currently not on the order of edge
computing. While there is not a universal maximum distance from end user to data center, typically, the
quoted ideal distances range somewhere in the hundreds of kilometers; at least 1 ms of latency is added
for every 300 kilometers. Currently, most service implementations do not anticipate high levels of peak
user numbers, with many installations supporting less than 10% (with some less than 5% for more casual
gamers) of the total user base for peak concurrency.
If a data center becomes too congested, a user will typically be directed to a less optimal (by distance/
network latency) data center, but, in many cases, the experience is still suitable for most users. This is an
area where lower network latencies could help. The level of acceptable performance varies by game and
by user, with more latency-sensitive games like multiplayer and First-Person Shooter (FPS) genres demanding lower and more predictable latencies. More active gamers will also increase concurrency rates,
which will increase costs and the likelihood of platform congestion, particularly around content launches
and periodic content resets. As the cloud gaming services encroach into core gaming markets, the costs
and data traffic will grow in kind.
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2.3. COMPETITION AND DIFFERENTIATORS
The competitive landscape in cloud gaming has grown over the last few years. The following is not an
exhaustive list of competitors, but rather a representative selection of current business models and most
notable operators:
•

Blacknut: B2C and B2B dedicated cloud gaming subscription. Blacknut is available across Europe,
North America, and Israel with more than 20,000 paid subscribers. Blacknut is the largest pure player
cloud gaming service worldwide. Deployments with carriers like Swisscom and Partner and manufacturers like Samsung and Gameloft for worldwide distribution are in place. Windows, Mac, Linux,
Android (mobile, CTV, NVIDIA Shield), Amazon Fire TV devices, and an assortment of CTV models are
supported from Samsung and Philips. More than 360 titles are included in the subscription cost of
US$19.99 per month.

•

Google Stadia: B2C, dedicated cloud gaming subscription. Stadia was one of the first big name cloud
gaming offerings to hit the market, and it was received with mixed feelings. It launched in 14 countries
with only 1 subscription tier on offer. Google’s backing, data center footprint, existing platforms (e.g.,
YouTube), and data capabilities will all help Stadia in the long run, but only its existing infrastructure
has really been impactful, thus far, with keeping latency and interruptions low for most users.

•

Microsoft xCloud: B2C, dedicated cloud gaming subscription. xCloud is still in a beta phase, offering
nearly 100 games at present. Microsoft’s cross-platform approach to Xbox over the past few years,
and, crucially, going forward, positions xCloud as a strong value add for a much broader Microsoft
gaming ecosystem.

•

NVIDIA GeForce NOW: B2B and B2C, virtual PC solution. Available in North America and Europe,
GeForce NOW launched out of public beta in early 2020. As a virtual PC solution, GeForce NOW leverages a customer’s existing library for content, so barring content disputes, it is user-based.

•

Parsec: B2C virtual PC offering, with some enterprise targeting with remote desktop support. Also
has a game Software Development Kit (SDK) for low-latency multiplayer and netcode handling. It
works in conjunction with Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Paperspace for GPU virtualization. It differentiates through host/client relationships, allowing some content sharing from one owner to many
users. Pricing is variable, as the service is free, but users pay for storage and server usage.

•

PlayGiga (acquired by Facebook): Mostly B2B targeting telcos and operators. Some B2C activity with
a dedicated service, WADE. Exact plans after Facebook’s acquisition are unknown, but Facebook has
been building out its gaming portfolio recently and cloud gaming is a natural fit.

•

Shadow: B2C, virtual PC solution. Shadow is available in seven countries: the United States and six
in Europe. Shadow is a full virtual PC solution, with no restriction on type of usage (outside of some
Terms of Service (ToS) restrictions), but cloud gaming is a primary marketing focus. A recent price
drop to US$11.99 for the basic tier (1080p) brings it in line with Stadia’s monthly cost.

•

Sony PlayStation Now: B2C, hybrid solution. PlayStation Now is available in 19 countries and supports both live streaming and full download for both the PlayStation 4 (PS4) and PC (PC is streaming
only). More than 800 games are on offer, spanning since the PS2. Maximum resolution is only 720p,
which is adequate, but less than most competitors.
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•

Tencent: B2B: Tencent is the largest game company in the world, so activity within the cloud gaming
market is noteworthy. Tencent is working to enable other cloud gaming services to likely compete
with Alibaba Group, which launched a similar platform to enable cloud services. Chinese consumers
have shown a penchant for subscription services, although ARPUs in the OTT video sector are relatively low. Growth is anticipated with the rollout of 5G services, but there is less opportunity to bring
different sources of games (e.g., consoles) to mobile gamers.

•

Ubitus: B2B, white-label service. Ubitus is one of the longest running and one of the larger cloud
gaming operators today, and it is strong in Asia-Pacific and expanding into other markets. It is targeting telcos and operators and partnered with China Mobile, Vodafone, and KT, and is working with
game developers and console manufacturers (Nintendo). The company also has some notable partnerships in Amazon and Microsoft, alongside the expected data center silicon players in Intel, AMD,
and NVIDIA.

•

Vortex: B2C dedicated cloud gaming platform, and a subsidiary of RemoteMyApp. Windows, Android
(both mobile and CTV), Mac, and Chrome browser are supported. The extent of the content library
depends on subscription tier, with three on offer ranging from US$10 to US$30 per month. The full
content library includes approximately 180 titles.

•

Wiztivi: B2B white-label platform targeting operators. Wiztivi is unique, as multiscreen and user interface are the primary portfolio focuses. The company entered into cloud gaming with Gamecluster,
a subsidiary of Broadmedia GC Corporation. Its business model is dependent on client requirements.

There are some other notable names in the space, with varying levels of information known. Amazon has
Project Tempo, with little known, but significant potential considering the company’s cloud infrastructure
and supporting platforms that could be integrated (e.g., Twitch). Other large cloud players are also at
differing levels of cloud gaming activity; Alibaba has been progressive in cloud gaming partnerships and
investment. Content delivery operators are also seeking involvement, with LiquidSky back in the cloud
gaming market after a quick shutdown in 2018. In content creation, Bethesda is developing a game engine tie-in to improve performance in streaming scenarios.

2.4. GAMIFICATION OUTSIDE OF GAMING
By the nature of cloud gaming, there is increased potential to add gaming elements to non-gaming activities and content. Gamification is not unique to cloud gaming by any means, but the increased flexibility
in delivery and consumption opens new opportunities across use cases and applications.
Workplace collaboration is an area ripe for new technology and possibilities. In fact, WebRTC saw adoption as a universal voice and video technology for collaboration, and is now seeing use in Stadia. Multiplayer games and workplace collaborations are more similar than different, with shared environments
and goals, and real-time communication and interaction. Adding Three-Dimensional (3D) or ComputerAided Design (CAD) files where appropriate is a natural fit, and is already being done with enterprise
Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) implementations.
Fitness has been a target of gamification for years, mainly alongside the increase in popularity of fitness
trackers and ubiquitous fitness data collection and user access.
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Finally, gamification as a means of behavioral guidance and reinforcement has a proven track record
in academia and research. Control over near infinite variables of a digital space, supported by a digital
platform that can easily log data, is an unprecedented opportunity not possible with other means of
behavioral research and reinforcement.

2.5. IMMERSIVE TECHNOLOGIES AS AN UPCOMING FEATURE
FOR CLOUD GAMING
AR and VR have incredible inherent synergy with gaming and, more specifically, with cloud gaming. This
can include the more gaming-targeted 6 Degrees of Freedom (6DoF) content and hardware, with full immersion and spatially tracked experiences, as well as more traditional “flat” screen experiences viewed in
a Head-Mounted Display (HMD).
Immersive HMDs do present some additional technical requirements, on top of the already strict requirements for cloud gaming. In terms of shared hardware considerations, HMDs have some interesting
display considerations. Screens are increasing in resolution quickly, with 2K per eye (or 4K equivalent)
screens already commonplace in VR. AR is less focused on resolution, but light transmission levels and
brightness are unique challenges in their own right.
Unique to HMDs is motion-to-photon latency, or time between user input and screen response, which
is best at 20 ms or below. This path is end to end, and in cloud gaming, the path grows to include the
cloud—whether edge, public, or in between. The 20 ms end-to-end latency is a significant undertaking,
even with entirely local processing; pixel refresh times, audio and video buffers and syncing, positional
tracking, and input method delays all factor into consideration.
While some processes are parallelized, many cannot be, so they stack up quickly. While there are some
tricks to smooth over some of this process, such as frame and position interpolation, generally, the signal
path goes from user input, to cloud processing, and back down to display update without interruption.
Anything that disrupts this flow adds to the motion-to-photon latency, and again, there is little room for
error when targeting 20 ms end to end.
Standalone devices—those that house all required hardware components on the device—are seeing
the strongest growth today thanks to higher processing capabilities compared to mobile device VR, while
offering a lower overall price and greater ease of use compared to tethered VR devices. Connectivity for
standalone devices will grow in kind with the smartphone market, as many components are shared; this
is true for both cellular connectivity and other connectivity types, including Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.
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Figure 2: Virtual Reality Hardware Expectations through 2024
(Source: ABI Research)
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Next-generation devices promise lower weight, smaller form factor, and overall increased capability.
Mixed reality devices that combine AR’s visual pass-through and VR’s full immersion are seeing promising
advancements in price, hardware capability, and content opportunities.
Immersive devices are on track to become ubiquitous in the next decade. VR is at home in the gaming
market, although seeing increasing adoption in the enterprise space for training and simulation. Another
opportunity for gamification is workplace collaboration on the back of cloud platforms. AR is on an opposite trajectory, with enterprise stronger early on and consumer growing quickly later.
Many notable tech players are already operating in the AR space or gaming space, and increasingly in
both. Apple, Google, Facebook, and Microsoft all have stakes in both immersive hardware (Apple on mobile devices, with a rumored HMD soon) and gaming. Google and Microsoft already have cloud gaming
services as well. Unity and Unreal, the companies behind two of the largest game development engines,
have also found a comfortable new footprint in AR/VR content development, with Unity even venturing
into dedicated enterprise content development opportunities in immersive technology.
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3. WHERE DO NETWORKS FIT?
Of course, networks are a significant piece of the cloud gaming puzzle. While network latency may not
make up a majority of end-to-end latency in most cases, there are numerous network dynamics that can
positively and negatively impact cloud gaming platforms. Cloud gaming works very well on the best networks, and very poorly on the worst networks. The difference in quality of experience can be dramatic,
ranging from nearly indistinguishable local processing to literally unusable.
The flexibility and mobility of cloud gaming will increase usage across both fixed and mobile networks,
sometimes both within a single user session. This is common for mobile gaming already, but cloud gaming presents an immense network requirement compared to locally processed games, no matter the
consumption device.
This presents a unique opportunity for both network types. Viewed as a more network-stressing form of
video, cloud gaming will bring high-bandwidth and low-latency requirements to networks that may not
have served that type of experience before. In areas with low broadband penetration, fixed wireless is a
potential solution; 5G, of course, is a best-case scenario, but 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) can be good
enough for cloud gaming depending on average network conditions. Again, because latency is only one
component of the total cloud gaming experience, there are many situations where higher than best-case
latency does not break the user experience.
There is an upper limit to latency though. Low-latency requirements raise important questions around
where compute is happening. Edge compute has become a buzzword for many industries and applications, but for cloud gaming, it can be a paramount technical consideration. When latency is mission critical, edge compute may offer the only opportunity to deliver content in an acceptable round trip window.
Telco edge efforts present a strong first step for cloud gaming. GSMA’s recent Operator Platform Project
promises the availability of a collection of edge operator assets, which should help reduce implementation requirements for operators to get content to the edge. Some of the hyperscale cloud players also
have efforts focused on edge delivery; Microsoft’s Azure has Edge and AWS has Wavelength. Google has
an immense peering network backed up by Google Cloud and Cloud Interconnect.
Even if network latency is not the majority of the round trip, any latency savings at the network grants additional freedom for other components, such as more efficient, but higher latency codecs like H.265. This
flexibility also allows for more headroom to handle variability in concurrent users and overall congestion,
smoothing out quality of experience for most users.
Jitter is another network contention that negatively impacts cloud gaming. Packet delay manifests in
inconsistent input latencies and frame times, while packet loss has more noticeably disruptive instances
that are more difficult to conceal with something like a frame buffer.
There are some unique encoding solutions to cloud gaming being discussed as well; for instance, rather
than encoding a regular video feed of a game, instead recording lower-level GPU functions and then
pushing that to an end-user device (almost like a multiplayer game only pushing data like positions/actions to users). This would significantly reduce video-related bandwidth, encoding, and overall latency
concerns, while introducing new issues in hardware compatibility and low-level content development
requirements. Nevertheless, these new approaches showcase the potential for cloud gaming to improve
in unexpected ways going forward.
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The last hop connecting content and user, such as 4G or 5G for cellular, or Wi-Fi for broadband, can be
as impactful on experience as any other component in the network chain. This presents both an obstacle
and an opportunity for cloud gaming operators because failures in this hop can produce immediately
negative experiences for users. At the same time, telcos can market better latency and bandwidth versus
their competitors, and ISPs can prioritize high-performance Consumer Premises Equipment (CPE) to
ensure in-home connectivity quality. Both present opportunities in content and platform partnerships,
ARPU increases, and churn decreases when handled effectively.
Cloud gaming also fits comfortably in the pervasive screen paradigm being discussed more and more
today. The number of screens, both physical and virtual, as in immersive HMDs, will increase to a point of
ubiquity, exacerbating challenges around content delivery, but user value remains high. Hyper-localized
content delivery, smooth network handoff, integration of multiple services for seamless user experience,
and more are all on the table with the pervasive screen, and cloud gaming, ultimately, slots in as another
content type and consumption opportunity for users across all possible screens.

Figure 3: Pervasive Screen Timeline and Technologies
(Source: ABI Research)
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While full edge compute for the mass market is a significant undertaking and will take time, hybrid approaches will be used. Rather than computing 100% of content in the cloud, and then pushing that
content to the user, a combination of local and cloud compute can bridge the gap, or for some, even be
the best solution. Some examples of this are already in the market, with Microsoft leveraging Azure in
some Xbox games. This idea will be expanded, with a gradual increase in the amount of cloud-processed
content and a decrease in locally processed content until, ultimately, little to no user device compute
is required. This will likely include a mix of edge compute and higher cloud compute, depending on
processing and latency requirements. Currently, the need for edge compute is minimal, but it will be
significant in the future. High-density network scenarios and high concurrent user counts will stress
networks and distributing that stress nearer to users will alleviate some concern, while maintaining the
user experience.
At the least, latency is an easy to understand and easy to market component for telcos and operators
bundling or partnering through cloud gaming. At the same time, bandwidth, concurrency, total coverage, and reliability are important points of failure and, ultimately, highly impactful to the end user. Going
forward, scalability plays a more significant role for both user experience and cost effectiveness for the
provider.
The number of servers and placement also varies quite widely, but currently not on the order of edge
computing. While there is not a universal ideal distance from end user to data center, typically, the
quoted ideal distances range somewhere in the hundreds of kilometers.
Edge computing is mostly agnostic to the type of access network. This highlights the issue of quality of
experience impacted by factors entirely external to the cloud gaming platform; for example, data caps
can completely hinder cloud gaming, while being entirely separate.
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Additionally, the arrival of new consoles in 2020 will further push the capabilities of these platforms,
eclipsing the performance of many existing cloud gaming platforms. It will take time for the business
models, content licensing arrangements, and changes to consumer behavior to take hold. While the de-2
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velopment of cloud gaming may not follow a similarly lengthy timeline as Netflix (much as changed since
2007), it will take time before cloud gaming becomes the de facto distribution channel for the gaming
industry.
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5. KEY TAKEAWAYS
A large number of variables exist for the development of cloud gaming. The growth of cloud gaming,
in part, rests on the promise of pulling in new gamers, while encouraging some of the existing user
base to make the transition to the cloud. The rapid uptake of digital content and Gaming-as-a-Service
certainly aid in this transition. 5G subscription growth is expected to be a significant influence in the
market, at a minimum, helping to drive awareness, but with bundling subscriber growth as well.
This rapid growth in 5G subscriptions, anticipated to be well into the billions in the next 5 years, will
certainly push cloud gaming higher, but given the added costs and current market conditions within
the gaming industry, the uptake of cloud gaming services is anticipated to be strong, but not 1:1 with
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5. KEY TAKEAWAYS
A large number of variables exist for the development of cloud gaming. The growth of cloud gaming, in
part, rests on the promise of pulling in new gamers, while encouraging some of the existing user base to
make the transition to the cloud. The rapid uptake of digital content and Gaming-as-a-Service certainly
aid in this transition. 5G subscription growth is expected to be a significant influence in the market, at a
minimum, helping to drive awareness, but with bundling subscriber growth as well.
This rapid growth in 5G subscriptions, anticipated to be well into the billions in the next 5 years, will
certainly push cloud gaming higher, but given the added costs and current market conditions within the
gaming industry, the uptake of cloud gaming services is anticipated to be strong, but not 1:1 with 5G
growth. Nevertheless, network tie-ins are significant. Low latency, edge compute, and business model
partnerships are all necessary talking points with shifting barriers as the market matures, and addressing
these points will also help bring novel features and technology approaches to a growing industry.
Opportunities are plentiful for operators currently. Adding cloud gaming as an additional service to existing bundles is already being explored. OTT cloud gaming services are a significant opportunity for larger
operators to enter the space, as seen with Facebook. With the market is moving quickly, those who act
early are best positioned to capitalize on the bulk of opportunity over the next few years, before the
market is flush with competition from big and small participants.
Pushing the limits of a technology often results in novel and powerful solutions to problems. For cloud
gaming, broader network improvements will join with purpose-built cloud gaming solutions to maximize
efficiency and capability end to end, reduce latency, and, overall, keep quality of experience as high as
possible. Adding in new visualization opportunities in AR and VR presents both challenges and novel
content opportunities, and these devices will slot in as a natural extension of cloud gaming services going forward; offloading the high-compute requirements for immersive VR content has long been a talking
point for VR.
The games themselves will also shift over time, with AR/VR as one example of change, but opportunities
in higher forms of interaction, deeper content sharing, social platform integration, localized experiences,
and more. Games purposely developed for cloud gaming platforms can bake in these types of new features from the beginning, which would not be possible otherwise.
Like the transition from physical to digital in both video and gaming, these issues and opportunities will
move in the direction of cloud gaming, but, ultimately, it will take time. Partnerships and growth potential
are strong across the value chain, with technologies both growing independently and symbiotically in the
cloud gaming space, relying on each other and spurring cross-market impacts.
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